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Abstract
Airborne transmission of respiratory viruses can cause pandemics. To understand the effectiveness of using
ultraviolet (UV) C-band light for indoor air disinfection, we analyze UV light dose delivery to air and other
fluids in conduit disinfectors. Analytical dose equations are derived respectively for a circular non-reflective
conduit enclosing a linear UV light source and a square reflective conduit with a directional UV light source. It
is found that the fluid UV absorption coefficient  plays an important role in determining the UV light
distribution for efficient dose delivery. For opaque fluids of  larger than 0.03 cm-1, distributed instead of
concentrated UV light can deliver dose more efficiently. Meanwhile, for transparent fluids with  less than 0.03
cm-1, a directional UV light source can be far more efficient in dose delivery to flowing fluids than a linear UV
light source. We then show that the state-of-the-art UV C-band (UVC) LEDs of wall-plug-efficiency (WPE) 6-10%
delivering a light cone with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) angle of 9.5o can outperform linear mercury
lamps of WPE 30% for flowing air disinfection, taking advantage of the light beam collimation capability of the
UVC LEDs. Our model further shows that these highly collimated UVC LED beams of optical power 2.5W can
treat air flow 100,000 liters per minute to eliminate severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2).
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I.

Introduction

Two years into the ongoing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, global evidence reveals
that airborne COVID-19 virions are mainly responsible for the pandemic’s rapid world-wide spread ([1]).
Effective and affordable indoor air disinfection technologies are thus highly desirable for mitigation of COVID19 and prevention of possible future pandemics. Various research groups have measured the ultraviolet C-band
(UVC) light dose for 99.9% deactivation rate of COVID-19 viruses (i.e., severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2, or SARS-CoV-2) to be within 1.8-3.7 mJ/cm2 ([2], [3]). This appoints UVC light as a very
promising means for stoppage of COVID-19 virus transmission.
Meanwhile, solid-state UVC light sources such as UVC light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have been
developed for the last 20 years ([4]-[13]), and the state-of-the-art UVC LEDs can operate with wall-plugefficiency (WPE) 8.5%-9.5% at peak emission wavelengths of 265-280 nm, thanks to a UVC-transparent
epitaxial structure ([14], [15]). Even though large headroom for performance improvement still exists for UVC
LEDs to catch up with the conventional UVC mercury lamp’s WPE of 15-40% ([16]), a fair question deserving
a solid answer is what disinfection applications are ready now for the state-of-the-art UVC LEDs. Specifically,
it would be timely for the field of interest to understand the potential and possibility of UVC LEDs in
disinfecting flowing fluids such as air and drinking water, which are two main media for widespread disease
propagation.
For this purpose and for better understanding of UVC light dose delivery physics, in the following
content we set out to obtain analytical dose equations, by analyzing UVC light dose delivery to flowing fluids in
two simplified yet highly practical fluid disinfection chambers, a circular and a square conduit. Analytical dose
equations are derived for a circular non-reflective conduit enclosing a linear light source (such as a germicidal
mercury lamp) and a square reflective conduit with a directional light source (made by of UVC LED arrays),
respectively. It is found that the fluid UV absorption coefficient  plays an important role in determining the
optimum UV light distribution for efficient dose delivery. For opaque fluids of  larger than 0.03 cm-1,
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distributed instead of concentrated UV light delivers dose better. For transparent fluids of  less than 0.03 cm-1,
directional UV light sources are more efficient in dose delivery to flowing fluid than linear UV light sources.
The more parallel the light beam is to the flowing fluid, the more efficient the dose delivery performs. Mostly
strikingly, our model shows that being able to collimate beams the state-of-the-art UVC LEDs of WPE 6-10%
can result in more efficient dose delivery hence better disinfection efficacy as compared to the linear mercury
germicidal lamps of WPE 30% in flowing air disinfection. In particular, we show that for a square conduit
disinfector of cross-section 12” 12” with inner surface effective reflectance 90%, a coaxially installed highly
collimated UVC LED light source of optical power 2.5W can deliver SARS-CoV-2 elimination dose 3.7 mJ/cm2
to flowing air with flow rate up to 100,000 liters per minute.

II.

Fluid Disinfector Models

As illustrated in Fig. 1, consider a circular non-reflective conduit disinfector for flowing fluid, with
diameter D=2R0 and length L. Sitting on the axis of the conduit is a linear UVC light source (e.g., a germicidal
mercury lamp) of equal length L and diameter 2r0, emitting optical power P uniformly and axially. A fluid to be
disinfected is flowing through the conduit from left to right with flow rate G and UVC light absorption
coefficient . For simplicity, the fluid under consideration is of laminar flow and has small viscosity so that
interfacial boundary layer is negligible.
As such, a fluid layer of a cylindrical surface r (
receives UVC dose
J(r):

. And the total flowing fluid receives average dose:
, which can be expanded and calculated via eq. (1):
(1)

For fluid such as air, if absorption coefficient α or αR0 approaches zero, then the average dose is given by:
(2)
In this case if the conduit disinfector is of effective UVC reflectance R then the dose would be expected to be
enhanced by a factor
.
Illustrated in Fig. 2 is a square conduit for flowing fluid disinfection, with cross-section dimensions
, and effective UVC reflectance R. A UVC LED array light panel of size D2 is placed at one end of
the conduit for emitting directional light beam of optical power
along the axis of the conduit, where is
the light impinge angle, i.e., the angle between the light beam and the axis of the conduit. The fluid under
consideration is of laminar flow and has small viscosity so that interfacial boundary layer is negligible. These
assumptions are taken to facilitate an analytical dose equation to understand the dose delivery process in fluid
conduit disinfectors.
Consider the dose delivery process between n-th and (n+1)-th reflections. After n-th reflection, the
impinge power becomes
. Pn has a vertical component
and a horizontal
component
impinging perpendicular and parallel to fluid flow G within the square conduit, respectively.
The horizontal component power
impinges perpendicularly on a cross-section area of LzLy, and the
vertical component
impinges perpendicularly on an area of LzLy
. Between n-th and (n+1)-th
reflections, the fluid flow’s exposure time to UVC light is

, hence the horizontal and vertical

power components deliver doses
and
to fluid flow
between n-th and (n+1)-th reflections, respectively. Summing up Jn1 and Jn2 for all reflections leads to the
following equation for average dose to the fluid:
(3)
When

,

, i.e., for unlimited reflections, eq. (3) becomes,
(4)

When

,

, if the conduit is of finite length L,

and

will be replaced by L, so,
(5)

Notice here that if R=0, eq. (5) becomes,
)
If is small, for example, for air
[10-6, 10-4] cm-1, eq. (6) becomes,

(6)
(7)
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Also, if

, eq. (6) becomes,

(8)
When the light panel emits light of a certain power angular distribution, then the total dose delivered into the
flowing fluid is the integral of eq. (4) over
, i.e.,
(9)

III.

Results And Discussion

3.1 Perfectly collimated light source and linear light source in air disinfection
Air as a fluid has very small UVC absorption coefficient. Here we can quickly compare the dose
delivered for air disinfection using two kinds of non-reflective conduit disinfectors: one with a linear light
source where the dose is given by eq. (2), one with a perfectly collimated (
) UVC LED light source where
dose is given by eq. (7). For the same optical power, the ratio ( ) of the dose delivered by the UVC LED
collimated beam conduit disinfector to that delivered by the linear UVC light source conduit disinfector is,
(10)
As seen, only depends on the conduit geometrical dimensions. For a conduit, its length can always be
designed to be much larger than its diameter or lateral dimension, meaning that can be much larger than 1.
This means that conduit disinfectors equipped with collimated UVC light sources are in general more effective
for air disinfection, as compared to the ones with linear UVC light sources.
3.2 The effect of UVC light absorption coefficient on dose delivered to fluids
With the above two conduit disinfector models set up, we can use some practical design parameters to
compare the dose delivery for the conduit disinfectors illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Firstly, consider fluid
disinfection in the square conduit disinfector shown in Fig. 2. We apply eq. (4) and plot doses as function of
light impinging angle for fluids of different UVC absorption coefficient ’s, using parameters D=12”, R=0.9,
G=1000 liters per minute (lpm) and P0=2.5 W. The results are presented in Fig. 3. As seen, when  is small, e.g.,
cm-1, dose delivery is more effective at small impinge angles; for large ’s, e.g.,
cm-1, dose
delivery is not very sensitive to impinge angles. This suggests that for fluids of small ’s, such as air (
[10-6,
-4
-1
-4
-2
-1
10 ] cm ) and drinking water (
[210 , 10 ] cm ), using small light impinging angles can result in more
efficient UVC dose delivery. For a sufficient long conduit (
), using zero impinge angle (i.e., a collimated
light source) can achieve the largest dose, which approaches
. For air disinfection, zero or small
impinging angle UVC light can deliver significant dose as air has very small UVC absorption coefficient,
meaning that a small collimated UVC light power can disinfect a large air flow.
3.3 Comparison of linear and directional UVC light sources for air and fluid disinfection
Compared to the linear mercury UVC lamps, UVC LEDs with their small etendue have an advantage
of producing a collimated beam within a small geometry, as UVC LED’s far field intensity pattern can be
modified via a small secondary optics such as a reflector or lens. Fig. 4 plots a far field intensity pattern
I(r,,)for a commercially available narrow-beam UVC LED (Bolb Inc., Livermore CA, USA.) measured at
radius r=1 meter. This LED is equipped with a narrow beam rotationally symmetrical reflector, as a result, the
far field intensity I(r,,) has no azimuth angle () dependence, i.e., I(r,,)=I(r,). As shown, the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) angle is 9.5o. In order to be able to use eq. (9) to calculate dose for the conduit
disinfector illustrated in Fig. 2, we need to know the LED’s optical power angular distribution, which can be
converted from the far field intensity pattern via
(at r=1 meter). Upon
conversion, it is found that 43% and 67% of the total optical power of this LED are within light cones of cone
angles (2) of 20o and 40o, respectively, indicating this LED being a directional and highly concentrated light
source. For the following calculations, multiple such narrow-beam LEDs are assumed to form the light panel for
the conduit disinfector illustrated in Fig. 2.
We then investigate the effect of fluid UVC absorption coefficient on dose delivery for the two types of
disinfectors, i.e., the Hg lamp and UVC LED conduit disinfectors illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The
UVC optical power are fixed to be 2.5 W, assumed to be delivered by the linear Hg lamp and directional UVC
LED light panel (this is a reasonable output power obtainable with commercially available UVC LED arrays)
for their respective conduit disinfectors. The parameters for the Hg lamp conduit are: R=0 (non-reflective), 2R0
=30 cm, 2r0 =5 cm, L=120 cm. The parameters for the UVC LED conduit are: D =30 cm, L = 120 cm, with
various effective UVC reflectance R’s including R=0. Shown in Fig. 5 are the calculated UVC doses (via eqs. (1)
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and (9)) for 500 lpm flowing fluids of varying absorption coefficients in the two conduit disinfectors. As seen,
for effective UVC reflectance R=0 and absorption coefficient
cm-1, the UVC LED conduit disinfector
delivers about 6 times of the dose that the Hg lamp conduit disinfector can, suggesting that the UVC LED
conduit disinfector is far more efficient in dose delivery for transparent fluids such as air and drinking water.
This is because that the collimated UVC light can have more probability to interact with air and reduce energy
loss due to reflections. With the same UVC optical power and similar disinfection conduit geometry the narrowbeam UVC LEDs delivering 6 times dose as compared to the linear Hg lamp implies that even though presently
the UVC LEDs are of less WPE (6-10%, as compared to Hg lamps’ WPE 15-30%), with the right disinfector
design UVC LEDs today can readily match and even outperform Hg lamps in air disinfection. Also notice that
for transparent fluids (
cm-1) a UVC LED conduit disinfector of effective reflectance R can further
enhance dose delivery by a factor of
, as compared to one with zero reflectance. For opaque fluids
(
cm-1) such as milk, juice and greywater, Hg lamp conduit disinfector starts to win in terms of
dose delivery in this example. This suggests for highly absorptive fluids, increasing illumination area with
distributed UVC light can do better in dose delivery. This is understandable as opaque fluids absorb UVC light
strongly and prevent UVC light penetration.
We now focus on clean air disinfection using the abovementioned conduit disinfectors. Fig. 6 presents
the calculated UVC doses to air in the flow rate range of 103 to 105 lpm for three conduit disinfectors, assuming
cm-1.The conduit disinfectors are of lateral dimension D=30.5 cm, L=120 cm, and UVC optical power
2.5 W. Again, when R=0 the UVC LED conduit disinfector delivers about 6 times of the dose that the Hg lamp
conduit disinfector can for the same air flow. From eq. (10), one would get
from the conduit
dimensions we used above if the UVC light intensity FWHM angleof the UVC LED light panel is zero instead
of 9.5o.Also, the UVC LED conduit disinfector can further enhance dose delivery to air flow by a factor of
if
it has an effective UVC reflectance R. The factor
is significant as R approaches 1. For example, deposited
aluminum films and micro-porous Teflon layers can have UVC reflectance of 0.9 and 0.99, respectively. As a
result, notably the UVC LED conduit disinfector of D=30.5 cm, L=120 cm, P=2.5 W and R=0.9 can deliver
SARS-CoV-2 elimination UVC dose 3.7 mJ/cm2 to air with flow rate of 105 lpm, which is the designed air flow
rate for the central air conditioner system of a 3500 square feet family house in the United States.

IV.

Conclusions

In summary, linear and directional light source conduit disinfectors are studied in terms of UVC dose
delivery to flowing fluids, and the respective analytical dose equations are derived. We find that the fluid UV
absorption coefficient  plays an important role in determining the UV light distribution for efficient dose
delivery. For transparent fluids with  less than 0.03 cm-1, directional UV light source can be far more efficient
in dose delivery to flowing fluid than linear UV light source. For opaque fluids of  larger than 0.03 cm-1, it is
better to use distributed instead of concentrated UV light to deliver dose. Taking the advantage of light beam
collimation of UVC LEDs, the state-of-the-art UVC LEDs of WPE 6-10% can outperform mercury lamps of
WPE 30% in flowing air and drinking water disinfections. Our model shows that highly collimated UVC LED
beam of optical power 2.5W can treat air flow 100,000 lpm to eliminate SARS-CoV-2 in air-handling systems
used in standard households.
DISCLAIMER
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Fig. 1, Illustration of a circular conduit disinfector for flowing fluid, with a linear UVC light source sitting on
the conduit axis.

Fig. 2, Illustration of a square conduit disinfector for flowing fluid, with a directional UVC light panel sitting at
one end of the conduit.
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Fig. 3, Calculated UVC doses as function of light impinge angles for flowing fluids of different UVC absorption
coefficients for a conduit disinfector illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4, Optical intensity angular distribution of a narrow beam SMD6060 UVC LED measured at radius 1 meter.
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Fig. 5, Calculated UVC doses for 500 lpm flowing fluids of varying absorption coefficients in different conduit
disinfectors.

Fig. 6, Calculated UVC doses to air as function of air flow rate for different conduit disinfectors.
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